
 

 

 

 
 
 

Hey BACers 
 
We don’t generally email out or post a lengthy explanation for each individual meet, but the circumstances and format 
of the Sun Prairie Storm are a little unusual, so we felt it was appropriate. 
 
QUICK TURNAROUND 
The first thing is that we are going to have a really quick turnaround to sign up for this meet. THE DEADLINE FOR THE 
MEET IS NEXT TUESDAY. That should be plenty of time to figure out plans, check with coaches, and get signed up, but 
just don’t wait until the last minute! 
 
WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS MEET? 
Always a good question. Like other meets we can give some general guidelines based on ages and groups, but the 
answer might be different for each individual swimmer, so feel free to check with their coach.  As always, these are 
suggestions, not requirements. Lots of families are traveling or doing family stuff to open the Holiday season that 
weekend, so if that’s the case then no worries! 

• This meet is right between the BAC Holiday Splash (deadline already passed) and the BAC January Classic 
(deadline in early December). Those meets are the priority for all our swimmers. This meet is a great local option 
for another meet if you’re interested or could be a good replacement for any swimmers not able to attend 
either the Splash or the Classic. 

• This meet is also the weekend after the Single Age State Meet. Swimmers at that meet will have likely done 
Splash and WGLO/MSS as well, so it might not be a bad weekend to take off.  (Otherwise, it would be 3 meets in 
a row and 4 out of 5 weekends. 

o Alternatively, those swimmers might want to do this meet in a limited capacity – maybe just one of the 
distance events on Friday or the 500 Free on Sunday 

 
UNIQUE THINGS ABOUT THE MEET FORMAT 
There are a couple of aspects of this meet that are a little different, and that parents should be aware of before signing 
up… 

• The sessions aren’t split strictly by age group like most meets, they are split by AGE & GENDER – check the meet 
page or meet info for the exact breakdown 

• Saturday’s 11-Over events are prelim-finals. Making finals is obviously not as difficult at this smaller meet as it is 
as some others.  (Some age groups will have 12 finalists, others will have 18.)  In the past, we’ve had swimmers 
be surprised they made it, only to have to scratch due to a conflict. So, our general rule is for the 11-over 
swimmers to only sign up for Saturday if they’re able to attend both the prelims session and the finals session. 

• Sunday’s 11-Over events are all timed-finals. 

• ALL the 10-under events are timed finals, (which is what a ‘regular’ meet is). 

• There is a mid-day session on Sunday for just the 11-Over 500 Free 

• There are 25-yard options for 10-unders (there are no ‘8-under’ events) but we generally discourage our 9-10s 
from signing up for those. 

• There are also 50-yard NF events for 11-overs that we’ve generally been okay with our 13-over athletes doing. 
 
Undoubtedly some of you still have some questions – about the meet in general or about what it means for your 
swimmers.  Don’t hesitate to reach out and ask, and get signed up ASAP. 

             GO BAC! 


